EXPERT
PS 165FX

2 way component kit

WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
• High power handling
• Very low deep bass
• All the last high technologies
• BI AMP system (special crossover)
• Unic and patented FLAX cone (N°1350116)
• A new sound for a new 100% Focal signature

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

- Diameter: 6 1/2" (165mm)
- Voice-coil diameter: 1 3/4" (32mm)
- Voice-coil height: 0 9/6" (15mm)
- Magnet: 3 9/6" (90mm)
- Processed Aluminum/Magnesium inverted dome tweeter
  Separate crossover: 12-18dB/Oct
  Adjustable tweeter level: 0 ;-3dB/Oct
  Max. power: 160W
- Nom. power: 80W
- Sensitivity (2.83V/1m): 91.3dB
- Frequency response: 55Hz – 28kHz
- Accessories: Supplied grilles